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Abstract 

Recommender systems have gained its importance because of 

the availability of enormous online information. In current 

time, deep learning has gained appreciable attention in many 

researches such as natural language processing, artificial 

intelligence due to high performance and great learning 

feature representations. The effect of deep learning is also 

persistent, lately showing its usefulness when put to retrieval 

of information and recommenders work which eventually 

have resulted in the flourish of deep learning approaches in 

recommender system. Hybrid approaches for designing 

recommender models have been gaining popularity in recent 

years. The paper aims in giving a comprehensive insight of 

recent research works on recommender systems.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The objective of any recommender systems is to enable 

consumers to find new items or services, such as books, 

music, restaurants or even people, based on information about 

the consumer, or the recommended item [1]. To enhance the 

experience for the consumer, personalization is an important 

policy. Recommender systems are useful to both consumer 

and service provider. The systems diminish the expenses 

related to finding and choosing items in an online   

environment. Recommender systems have improved the 

quality of decision making process.  This plays a vital part in 

decision-making, aiding users to increase revenue [2] or 

lessen potential risk [3]. Recommender Systems are used in 

many web domains such as Twitter [4], Google [5], LinkedIn 

[6] and other e-commerce based websites. In online libraries, 

readers are supported by recommenders which allow them to 

proceed outside predefined searches. Therefore, there is a 

prerequisite of systems to practice proficient and precise 

recommendation techniques that will offer appropriate 

recommendations to consumers.  

 In an overall view, recommendations are constructed on the 

basis of consumer choices, user-item former dealings, item 

features and some other supplementary information such as 

sequential order. Recommendation models are mainly 

categorized as collaborative filtering, content-based and 

hybrid approach  based recommender system based on the 

types of input data [7].  

The research done on recommender system from various 

covering diverse perspectives has been analyzed and 

explained in this survey paper. The paper focuses to provide a 

view on the recent development in the area of recommender 

systems. The workdiscusses the challenges and problems, and 

discusses the new developments and forthcoming directions in 

this area. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 

describes the terminologies important to understand the 

working principle of recommender systems and its overview. 

Section 3 presents the review work, and Section 4 discusses 

the conclusion and future scope pertinent in the present 

research works.  

 

2. TEMINOLOGIES AND OVERVIEW OF 

 RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS   

It is important to understand the terminologies used in 

recommender systems and its working principle. 

 

2.1 Important Terminologies and Overview of 

 Recommender Systems 

2.1.1 The Utility Matrix 

In a recommender system there are two classes of entities, 

referred as users and items. Users usually have inclination for 

specific items, and these choices must be extracted out of the 

data. The data is denoted as a utility matrix, where each value 

denotes the preference of a consumer/user for an item 

covering all possible combination of user-item. Values are 

constituted from an ordered set, e.g., 1–10 representing the 

level of rating that the user has given for a specific item. The 

matrix is sparse, since the actual data about the user’s 

preference for the item might not be known. 

 

2.1.2 The Long Tail 

The “long tail” phenomenon creates a need for 

recommendation systems.  The limitation of physical 

resources can be overcome by online traders which has 

practically no limitation. Thus, an apparel store may have 

several hundred clothes but an e commerce apparel website 

offers thousands of clothes. The distinction between the 

physical and on-line services has been called the long tail 

phenomenon.  In business, the term long tail is used to 

illustrate the trading tactic of marketing an appreciable 

quantity of unique items with comparatively lesser quantities 

traded of each (the "long tail")—usually in accumulation to 
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retailing lesser popular items in large quantities (the "head"). 

In some cases an intermediate category may be included, 

referred as the body or middle or torso. The long-tail concept 

pushes on-line traders to recommend items to specific 

consumers.  

 

2.2 Overview of Recommender Systems 

Recommender systems are implemented using different 

technologies. The systems can be categorized into three 

classes. 

i. Content-based systems are based on two significant 

set of information to recommend items. The first 

information is the details of the item and the second 

is the summary of the user’s choices. On the basis of 

user’s preferences, keywords are associated with 

items. These techniques suggest items that are 

similar to the users’ past choices or the ones that 

have been examined in the present.  

ii. Collaborative systems suggest items based on 

similarity measures between users and/or items. The 

items recommended to a user are those preferred by 

similar users.    

iii. Hybrid Systems combines the benefits of both 

collaborative and content based systems and can 

minimize their restrictions [8]. The three major ways 

of merging collaborative and content based filtering 

methods into a hybrid system are as follows: 

a. Content-based and collaborative systems are 

implemented separately and the results are 

combined. 

b. The collaborative properties are utilized in 

content based method and vice versa. 

c. A combination model implemented combining 

both collaborative and content-based properties. 

 

3.   REVIEW WORK 

The early phase of research on recommenders were based on 

collaborative filtering that prescribed music album and artist 

recommendations from social information [9] and news 

articles to users [10]. This trend was later shifted to find 

products or services based on contents such as movies, books, 

music, electronic merchandise etc. depending on reviews of 

different users on items  

[11] [12] [13]. 

A Fab system proposed in [14] suggests web pages and it the 

suggestion is derived from representation of the content of 

web page using 100 most significant words.  Similarly the 

most important 128 words are used to recommend documents 

in [15]. Bayesian classifier is used to estimate the probability 

of an item to be approved by the user. In [16], term 

frequency/inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) measure is 

used to find the significance of a keyword. The work 

presented in [36] builds the content based profile using 

Rocchio algorithm [17] where a method is used to calculate 

the average vector from respective content vectors. The work 

[18] offers good results in case an item has enumerated 

multiple features. In [19][20] content based recommender 

systems have been designed using adaptive filtering which 

classifies relevant documents by scanning the documents in an 

ordered way from a document collection. A threshold which 

signifies a certain degree of match is utilized to determine the 

relevance of a document to the user in [21]. The works in 

recommender systems mainly focusses on collaborative 

techniques. A work proposed in [22] discovers similar users 

having similar interests by applying statistical methods on 

entire user database. In [23] proposed a combination of 

collaborative and case based reasoning system (MIFA and 

RAA). The choices of an active user were predicted based on 

fractional information available about the user and the weights 

calculated from thereof is proposed in [24]. The work [25] 

used PCC (Pearson Correlation Coefficient) to evaluate the 

weights portraying the relation between the active user and 

other users. A tailored collaborative method was presented in 

[26] that combined user and item based concept and applied to 

web services by calculating the similarity. In [27] a user 

model was build which implemented demographic 

information and item combination features using genetic 

algorithms to search for a set of adjoining users having similar 

preferences. The work [28] presents an Association Cluster 

Filtering (ACF), which utilizes a ratings matrix to create 

clusters where users belonging to same cluster have similar 

preferences and users from different clusters have lesser 

common choices. Unknown rating is conceivable if an item in 

a cluster has multiple ratings associated to it and this is 

suitable for sparse dataset. A hybrid technique was proposed 

in [29] which club the features, demographic data and ratings 

of an item to provide a potential solution to the limitations of 

both collaborative and content based techniques. An approach 

presented in [30] adds the concept of temporal information to 

collaborative method which enhanced the performance and 

accuracy of the recommendations. An amalgamation of global 

data and item based values is used in [31] to provided better 

suggestions and was effective on sparse data. The proposed 

method portrayed an betterment over the Netflix’s system for 

movie recommendations. Netflix also conducted a 

competition [32] to enhance the performance of its existing 

algorithm. 

Recommendations can be provided using trust- based 

techniques as in [33] considering trusts between users. The 

trust is defined according to a connection to a friend or a 

following in any social network. Risk-aware 

recommendations presented in [34] are a subset of context-

aware techniques and consider a context having critical facts, 

such as crucial user information and any incorrect suggestion 

might have critical impact on users. The examples of such 

risk-aware recommendation may include prescribing 

medicines or stock shares. 

Neural Network Matrix Factorization (NNMF) [35] and 

Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF) [36] are two proposals 

based on dual neural network to build 2-way relations 

between users and products and on matrix factorization which 

decomposes the rating matrix into low-dimensional user/item 

preference values. Multilayered Perceptron technique was 
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applied in YouTube recommendation in [37].In [1] another 

MLP based model is presented for recommending makeup. In 

this research, two exactly similar MLPs are built for examples 

and expert rules respectively. Parameters of these two 

networks are modified regularly by reducing the differences 

between their outputs. It shows good result but lot of human 

intervention was required.  Collaborative Metric Learning 

proposed in [38] substitutes the dot product of matric 

factorization with Euclidean distance and user and item 

preferences are learned through maximization ofthe distance 

between users and their disliked items and minimizing that 

between users and their liked items. In [39], a Deep Structured 

Semantic Model based on deep neural network is proposed. 

The model learns semantic depictions of entities in a common 

continuous semantic space and measuring their semantic 

similarities. This concept has also been used in information 

recovery area for top-n recommendation [40, 41]. A variant of 

variational auto-encoder (Multi-VAE and Multi-DAE) for 

recommendation is presented in [42] showing good results. It 

uses a Bayesian inference approach for parameters. Auto-

encoder based Collaborative Filtering (ACF) technique is 

proposed in [43] and applies original partial perceived vectors.  

 

4.   CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The availability of practically limitless online information 

makes recommender system absolutely necessary. The 

research work carried in this direction has seen remarkable 

progress in the past few decades. However, the challenges in 

the field of recommender models still persist and there is 

plenty of scope for improvement. This work has focused on 

listing some important research in the field. Every year is 

witnessing large number of novel developing techniques and 

emerging recommenders. This study can provide readers a 

perception on recommenders. Future works can concentrate 

more potentials of applying deep learning, fuzzy based 

approaches and genetic algorithms in improving the precision 

of recommenders.  
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